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ON A FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM FOR EXPECTATION 

By Kong-Ming Chong 

1t is a fundamental fact in probability theory that the abstract integral of a 
random variable with respect to a probability measure can be expressed as a 
Lebesgue Stieltjes integral on the real line [1, Proposition a, p.l66]. This result 

has an analogue for random vectors which assume values in the real n-dimen

sional Euclidean space Rn [1, p.169]. 1n this note, via the notion of equidistribu
tivity, we give a unified approach to these results, showing that these two 
iresults, one seemingly more general than the other, are in fact equivalent. 

1n what folIows, inequalities between n-vectors in Rn are defined component-

wlse. 

For any probability space (Q, ot, P), we denote by M(Q, α， P) the colIection 

of a lI real valued finite random variables on (Q, α， P). If n는1 is an integer, 

let Mn(Q, α， P) denote the Cartesian product of M(Q, α， P) with itself n times. 

Let (α， α; p/) be another probabiIity space- Two random vectors XeM”(Q, 

α， P) and rεMn(Q'， α’， P') are said to be equt"distribμted (written X~r) with 

respect to the probabiIity measures P and P' whenever they have the same 

joint distribution functions, i. e. , 

(1) P[{ω : X(ω)드씬]=P’[{띠 : r(ω)EE}] 

for a lI n-vectors XεRn• 

It is weIl known [1, p. 166 and p. 169] that any given random vector X든Mn 

(Q, α， P) induces on its range space a corresponding probability space (~， g;n’ 

P x)' where g;n denotes the u-field of aIl the n-dimensional Borel subsets of Rn, 

and Px : 8n• [0, 1] (caIled the probab따ty dz'stribμtz·0% Of x [1, p. 166] ) is the 

probability measure defined by 
(2) Px[B] =P[!εB] 

for aIl Bε8”. 

THEOREM 1. Two random νectoys XgMn(Q, α， P) and YEM낌γ， α" P’) are 

equidz'strz'buted zf and only zf 

(3) P [XeB] =Py [YεB] 
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lor all n-dz'ηzensional Borel subsets BCRn, i. e. , zf and only zf thtly z'nduce tke 

same probabiUty distη:Obμtz"ons on R". 

PROOF. Clearly, the condition is sufficient. 

Converse1y, assume that X~r. Let g denote the conection of a11 finite 

disjoint unions of sets of the form [g, P = 랜르Rn : g드Z <b} , where g, @ε~， ~<Q. 

Then it is easy to see that '?5 is a field (that is, closed under finite unions and 

complementation) and that it generates the Borel (J-field g;n of Rn
• Let P x and 

Py be the probability distributions of -2" and f respectively, which are defined 

as in (2). Since K and f are equic!istributed, it is not hard to see that P x 

and Pyagree on sets of the form [~， Q) , where ~， QεRn， g <@, and hence on 

all the sets in '?5, by the additivity property of measures. Thus, by the 

extension theorem for measures [1, Theorem A , p. 87) , we conclude tha t P x 

and P y agree on all the Borel sets in ~장， i. e. , condition (2) holds. 

COROLLARY 2. 

then 

If XεMn(Q， α•， P) and fEMn(Q’， Cκ， P') are eqμidistribκted， 

(4) f(X)~f(X) 

lor all Borel measurable liμnctions 1: Rη→Rm zνhere m is any natμral number not 

necessarily distinct Irom n. 

PROOF. Let BCRm be an m-dimensional Borel set. Then 1-1(B)C~ is an 

n-dimensional Borel set, and so 
-1 P [Xε1 ~(B)) =P' [fεf (B)] or P [f(X)eB] =P’ [f(f)εB]. 

Hence f(X)~f(r), by Theorem 1, 

COROLLARY 3. Let XεMn(Q， α， P) be any random varz"able and 

be the zaentzïy map of R n• Then 

(5) X~I ~ 

let 1: ~→Rn 

whenever Rn is provided wz"th the probabUz"ty 

(J-fz'eld !!ðη. 

(distribμHon) P x (01 -2") on its Borel 

Thμs， zf 1: Rη→Rm z's any Borel measurable function, then 

(6) f(X)~f 

with respect to the probabUity ηzeasures P and P x' 

PROOF. The assertion (5) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the 
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definition of P X' i. e. , (3) and (2). With (5), the assertion (6) then follows 

directly from Corollary 2. 

THEOREM 4. If XEM(Q , α， P) and YEλf(Q'， ot', P') aγe 1’andom varz"ables 

wllich are eqμz"dz"strz"buted， then E [XJ =E [YJ z'n the sense that both sz"des may be 

z"nfùdle and thαt zf either sz"de Z"S fz'nz'te, so z's the other and they aγe equal. 

PROOF. Since it is clear from Corollary 2 that X""Y implies both X+ ""y+ 

and X- "" Y- , where X+ = X V 0 and X- = ( - X) + , we need only prove the 

assertion for nonnegative random variables X and Y such that X ""Y. 

Suppose X>O, Y능o and X""Y. Then X and Y can be approximated respect-

ively by an increasing sequence 

defined by 

Xn~뚱l and {YJζ1 of elementary functions 

‘ 00 ,. 

X=E그'" 1 
n k=l 2'1 {츄<x승쏟1} 

and similarly for ζ， n=l, 2, 3, ...• But Theorem 1 implies that P!좋 <X三

and so E[XJ =E[Y 
“ ‘ 

the monotone convergence theorem, we therefore infer that E [XJ =E [YJ. 

COROLLARY 5. If XεM(Q， α， P) z's any gz"νen random νarz"able and zf f: R• R 
g·s aχy Borel measurable f.χnctlon ， then 

(7) E rt(X)J =.1 Rf dP x늑L∞f(x)dFx(x) 

zνhere F x: R• [O, lJ z"s the dz'strz"butlon functlon of X , 

xεR. 

z. e. , Fx(x)=P[X드xJ. 

PROOF. The left-hand equality of (7) follows immediately from CoroIlary 3 

and Theorem 4. 

The right-hand equality of (7) is a consequence of the fact that P x is the 

Lebesgue Stieltjes measure on R generated by F x [1, p.167J. 

COROLLARY 6. If XεMn(Q， ot, P) z's a 1’andom vector and zf f: Rn
• R zs any 

Borel measurable func tz"on, tlzen 

(8) Ert(~)J =.JRJdPll깐그/펴 -잖f(x1 ， x2' '-', x)dF ll(xl' x2' "', xn). 

PROOF. This foIlows as in Corollary 5 on noting that P x is the Lebesgue 

'S tieltjes measure on Rη genera ted by F x [1 , p. 168J . 
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REMARK- Theorem 4 and Corol1ary 5 are in fact equivalent, since Corollary 

5 can be established on its own as in [1, Proposition a , p.1661 and Theorem 4 

can then be derived as a particular case. In this way, Corollary 6 can be 

regarded as a particular case (and hence an equivalent form) of Corollary 5. 
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